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AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

• Lack of visibility into active projects 

• Inconsistent project communications 

• Inability to plan resources e� ectively

BENEFITS

• More easily managed the doubling of 
production (from 1 – 5 classes to 5 – 10 
classes per week)

• Eliminated weekly production meeting for 
6 – 12 team members

• Improved team e�  ciency, productivity, 
and accountability
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Craftsy uses Workfront 
solution to more easily 
manage production as 
online learning videos 
per month double
The Internet educational site known for bringing 
creativity to life uses Workfront Enterprise Work 
Cloud to track and report the status of more than 
300 active projects on any given day, saving time 
and standardizing processes.

In front of the camera, Craftsy helps passionate makers learn 
new skills and create projects they love. Yet behind the scenes, 
the company’s rapid growth led to production team challenges. 
Because manual processes made it diffi  cult for employees to track 
and manage the tasks required to complete more projects on time 
and on budget, Craftsy deployed the Workfront Enterprise Work 
Cloud solution. Today, Craftsy’s production, creative, marketing, 
and e-commerce teams rely on Workfront to coordinate learning 
projects—from video shoots to pre-and post-production activities—
saving the company time, driving effi  ciency, and ensuring greater 
project success.

Craftsy provides on-demand education and tools to help consumers 
bring their creativity to life. Thanks to hundreds of Craftsy online 
classes in quilting, sewing, art, photography, cooking, and a variety 
of other categories, individuals enjoy personalized guidance from 
expert instructors and learn to craft their way—anytime, anywhere. 
Craftsy also off ers a marketplace for consumers to buy project 
supplies and patterns.

THE CHALLENGE

In 2011, Craftsy was a company of 20 people. Its nimble team 
included a production department responsible for the delivery 
of approximately 1 – 5 online classes per week. To track shoot 
crews and project schedules, team members used spreadsheets, 
Google docs, and Google calendars. They also relied on email 
communications and held a weekly one-hour status meeting to keep 
everyone up to date. Yet as the online educational craft site grew, its 
manual processes became ineffi  cient. 
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“Information was getting lost in emails and it was becoming more difficult to know the status of what was 
happening,” explains Maggie Hart, production supervisor at Craftsy. “Reporting was also a challenge. Because 
knowledge was in people’s heads and reporting was spotty, it was difficult for the production team to make data-
driven decisions. We needed a better way to communicate and report.”

Craftsy evaluated several tools, including Teamwork PM and Basecamp, before choosing Workfront to manage 
its work processes. One of the primary reasons behind the decision was that the Workfront solution was the 
easiest to use, so it would be the least disruptive to the team. 

“We had a lot of projects in motion and we didn’t want any of our employees to feel like the new solution would be 
a burden,” explains Hart. “We were right. We were able to transition all of our projects into Workfront smoothly.”  

THE WORKFRONT SOLUTION

Craftsy found Workfront added value immediately. It enabled the production team to assess its workflows 
and adjust them to improve existing processes. According to Hart, “By standardizing project processes into 
templates, we now provide a checklist for what should be done every time the team films a new class, and this is 
particularly helpful for onboarding new employees.”

All Craftsy team members use Workfront Enterprise Work Cloud to support their day-to-day activities. Employees 
rely on custom dashboards and calendars to schedule shoots and assign production activities. They easily 
update project status and if something changes during an off-site shoot, they simply add comments in real time 
to alert staff working in the office about what happened. 

“Everything we need to know is in the project now, so details aren’t lost in email,” says Hart. “We can track 
issues within projects which helps us to recognize patterns more quickly and make the changes necessary to 
keep moving forward. With Workfront, we definitely resolve issues faster. ”  
 
MORE PRECISE RESOURCE PLANNING AND TIME TRACKING – Workfront simplifies employee time tracking—using both 
PCs and mobile devices. Craftsy has always assigned crews to film its classes, but since deploying the cloud-based 
Workfront solution, the company’s resource planning has also improved tremendously. Where before production team 
members would estimate schedules using planned hours, now they use actual hours to tailor schedules accordingly. 

Hart says, “The time-tracking capabilities in Workfront support more precise scheduling so now production teams 
have a better understanding of the average number of hours a typical type of class—for example, a cake decorating 
class—requires.”

Production teams using Workfront can also move crews to their next assignments faster, making everyone more efficient. 
 
INTEGRATION WITH GOOGLE DRIVE – Before every video shoot, Craftsy creates a course brief in a Google 
document. The information includes specific details about the course, such as the instructor, area of expertise, and 
production notes. Hosted on Google Drive, this information was previously disconnected from other project details. 
Now the information in the course brief is accessible through a link in Workfront to authorized team members. 

“The integration of Workfront and Google Drive saves our team time because course briefs are now attached to 
every project from the start,” explains Hart. “There is no searching through emails for the details.”

OPEN APIs – The Craftsy engineering team is also taking advantage of the open APIs in the Workfront solution 
to eliminate manual steps and save time. When a project is created in Workfront, engineering has automated the 
process of repopulating details about the type of class onto the Craftsy website. Additionally, engineers have 
integrated custom forms into Workfront to monitor the quality of classes.



“Part of our decision to go with Workfront was based on knowing that the solution wasn’t one that our team would 
outgrow anytime soon,” explains Hart. “The APIs allow our engineering team to create custom tools specifically for 
our business that go beyond the standard functionality in the Workfront solution. That’s very beneficial to us.” 

BENEFITS

Craftsy is using Workfront for day-to-day project management, which has enabled the company to:

 More easily manage the doubling of production – The improved resource planning and project tracking enabled 
by Workfront Enterprise Work Cloud simplified the management of tasks and increased the quality of production 
as the number of Craftsy projects increased. The Craftsy production team now organizes and produces 5 – 10 
educational video shoots in six different studios every week, double the number the team was handling before 
Workfront.

 Eliminate the weekly production meeting for 6 – 12 team members – By standardizing project templates and 
leveraging a variety of reports, Craftsy employees have reduced the number of meetings they attend and 
employees spend less time wondering what they should be working on at any given time. 

 Improve team efficiency, productivity, and accountability – The production team now oversees more than 300 
active projects concurrently in Workfront, more efficiently assigning crews and prioritizing projects for Craftsy 
employees. Because employees easily report their time, managers have real-time data to assess how productive 
resources are across the company. 

“Workfront provides us with an official system where we have numbers in front of us to support what projects are 
on track and what projects are going to miss. That creates accountability and delivers the insight we need to hit 
our deadlines,” concludes Hart.
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront 

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style   
updates and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress   
and resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement


